Retroperitoneoscopic Adrenalectomy 20 Years, and More, After. A Review

Abstract

Adrenalectomy has been a challenging surgery mainly due to the deep position of the adrenal gland in the retro-peritoneum under the diaphragm. Laparoscopy and the laparoscopic retroperitoneal approach offered a newer, easier, faster way to remove adrenals. The development of these techniques are described, up to nowadays, at what time a wide choice of tailored approaches to remove adrenal gland, according to its size, disease’s status and position, are available.
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Introduction

Adrenalectomy has been covered by a long history of techniques: the anatomical location of the adrenal glands in the retro-peritoneum, their scattered arterial vascularization, the stumpy right venous drainage, the different pathologies that indicate their removal, the different sizes of the glands to be removed, the infrequent but not rare occurrence of large tumors, the often bilateral hypertrophic and hyper-functioning glands have impelled the surgeons to approach adrenalectomy with many surgical techniques. Until the end of the eighties of the twentieth century the large open transperitoneal access was the most applied surgical strategy. In some cases for small bilateral hyper-functioning gland a bilateral open posterior approach was performed [1]. Nowadays instead, both the laparoscopic and retroperitoneoscopic approaches are the standard procedures to remove adrenal glands [2]. What happened in the early years of the century was the clinical development of laparoscopy mainly for biliary diseases [3]. Afterwards urologists were interested in the laparoscopic technique and in 1992 Clayman first published a laparoscopic nephrectomy method [4].

However, kidney and adrenal glands are retroperitoneal organs and the standard urologist’s approach to the kidney was preferably retroperitoneal. For these reasons the idea for approaching minimally invasively the retroperitoneal organs via retroperitoneum was immediately considered [5]. On the other hand the enthusiasm was disappointed by the early attempts to approach the kidney and the adrenals for the peritoneum has no space to be dilated [6,7]. In 1993 two different methods to create a space in the retroperitoneum were proposed in two different countries. Gaur in India [8] with the patient in flank position, made a hole in the skin of the posterior lumbar space through which introduced a catheter with a glow finger secured on the tip. By inflating the finger tip like a balloon a space into the retroperitoneal fat was developed, enough to introduce trocars and carry on a retroperitoneoscopic procedure.

In contrast, in Italy Mandressi et al. [9] applied a well known method used by radiologist, before the availability of contrast liquid, to enhance the kidney profile with x-rays by insufflating CO2 through a needle percutaneous insertion in the retroperitoneum. The patient, previously supplied with an ureteral catheter on the operative side, was put in prone position; under fluoroscopy a Verres needle was inserted between the ureter, with the catheter, and the kidney lower pole: by slightly shifting medially the ureter the correct position was checked and the CO2 insufflation started. By fluoroscopy the progression of the inflation was controlled: when a bright area wide enough to lift the pole of the kidney has been created, the first trocar could be inserted in the area, having made a vertical incision of about 1 cm just on the angle between the XII rib and the sacrospinalis muscle. Then inserting the optic in the first trocar, all the others ports were made, comparing the inner view with the fluoroscopic image to check the correct position.

Both methods described above scouted the retroperitoneal approach. They were successively improved with experience melting together both the experiences: a finger dissection was used to create the initial space instead of a balloon [10] and the fluoroscopy was abandoned also by ourselves [11-24]. By the end of the 20th century the laparoscopic and retroperitoneoscopic adrenalectomy had gained the benchmark for the adrenal surgery: “After the comparative experience of multicentric studies [25,26] it is assessed that laparoscopic adrenalectomy is feasible and safe with a low ratio of cost/benefit regardless the pathology. Only large tumor (>6 cm) are still under investigation [27]” The words are quoted from EAU Laparoscopic Guidelines [28].

The statements of EAU guidelines were the results of many scattered experiences in performing laparoscopic adrenalectomies with different techniques: laparoscopic adrenalectomies are characterized not only by the access route to retroperitoneum (laparoscopic or retroperitoneoscopic), but also by the patient’s position on the operatory table (prone, flank) and by the number,
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size and position of the trocars. In fact, adrenalectomy has been from the beginning a challenging surgery: in the Guillonneau's classification [29] laparoscopic adrenalectomy scored the highest difficulty. Obviously the difficulty rank depends on many factors: pathology that affects the gland, size and shape of the gland, position (right or left are different), frame of the patient i.e. the amount of fat surrounding the gland and the deepness of the gland with respect to the skin, and not least, the experience of the surgeon.

The fat had slowed down the initial series of retroperitoneoscopic procedures, mainly when hyperfunctioning small glands poured a large amount of corticosteroids in the blood stream. Entering the retroperitoneum into a large amount of fat was like operating in a tick yellowish fog. An ultrasonic device was developed to suck the fat thus letting the retroperitoneal structures appear [30]. As the experience of the surgeons went on, the anatomy of the retroperitoneum went clearly standardized. The identification of the psoas muscle, the diaphragmatic pillar and the peritoneum let’s talk clearly the cardinal points from where start the dissection [11]. It should be kept in mind that adrenals in general, moreover cortical adenomas, are fragile; therefore the gland shouldn’t be touched by the instruments; instead it is the fat that surrounds the gland that must be lifted, shifted and moved to dissect the gland from the surrounding structures [24].

The prone position was heralded as benchmark of laparoscopic adrenalectomy in a series of primary aldosteronism [31]: it is obvious that the size of the gland in this pathology allows a direct posterior approach. The space that can be create with the prone position enable the surgeon to safely dissect a gland up to around 5 cm in diameter [22,32-34]. Tumors larger than 6 cm are better and more safely excised with the patient in prone position either via retroperitoneal approach or via anterior laparoscopic approach. However the above mentioned general statement can be updated with the experience achieved by large series of procedures [35].

Other issues when comparing the 3 techniques of laparoscopic adrenalectomy (retroperitoneoscopic in prone position, trans and retroperitoneal approach in flank position) are: the space of the working room, the number of trocars needed, and the organs involved in the procedure and the working time [36-40]. The retroperitoneoscopy in prone position scores the best result in terms of operative time, intraoperative complications, number and sizes of the trocars, any involvement of peritoneal organs. However the working room of the transperitoneal laparoscopic approach is without any doubt the largest, but needs more ports. Does the adrenal pathology affect the way to approach the adrenals? The answer is conclusively no, provided that a properly preoperative staging has been performed: in fact when dealing with pheochromocytomas, the presence of coexisting parangangiomas should be ruled out: when present it should be dissected together with the adrenal pheochromocytoma. When multiple lesions are present a partial adrenalectomy can be performed [41,42].

Conclusion

After twenty years and more, retroperitoneoscopic adrenalectomy in prone position still plays the first choice when adrenalectomy should be accomplished. With 3 ports (2 of 10 mm and 1 of 5 mm), a mean operative time 60 minutes without blood losses and major complications it gets the best scores in most of the cases. According to the experience of surgeon, size of the tumor; frame and health status of the patient, pathology of the gland, the laparoscopy or the retroperitoneoscopy in flank position can be as well performed. Open surgery is nowadays seldom necessary for very huge masses, sometimes up to 25 cm in diameter, having venous drainage the size of a renal vein.
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